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FROM THE 
UNIVERSITY 
LIBRARIAN
WELCOME TO THE LIBRARY’S ANNUAL REPORT
2014 was a year of change, starting with the retirement of John Redmayne as University Librarian after more than 11 
years of service to the Library and the wider Massey University community. Significant developments during the year 
include shifting to a more strategic and planned approach to the Library’s business, a greater focus on supporting the 
online learning environment, increasing understanding of the Library’s role in the research process, and the completion of 
exciting building developments at Wellington. Within the Library the emphasis has been on better internal communication, 
and rearranging staffing to improve service and efficiency.

I was privileged to visit university libraries in the Netherlands, Denmark, Sweden and Finland, and attend the IATUL 
(International Association of Technological University Libraries) conference in Helsinki. These highlighted global trends in 
academic libraries and several key themes were incorporated into the Library’s goals and activities for 2014: 

• Library spaces continue to evolve from traditional 
book storage to information commons, to learning 
commons and now to ‘learning spaces’. Research 
indicates the importance of technology-rich 
individual spaces to study ‘alone together’, as well 
as group work and ‘maker-spaces’, backed up by 
the expertise of librarians, IT and student learning 
support

• Internationally, university libraries actively prefer 
electronic resources for their collections. As a 
result, trends clearly show the shift of low-use 
print resources into storage to free up space 
for users. Libraries are increasingly focusing on 
collection analysis, including use and cost per use 
of electronic resources 

• Libraries play a key role in providing Green Open 
Access (OA) through institutional repositories 
of research outputs, although OA policies vary 
between countries and institutions

• Professional library staff are increasingly focusing 
on supporting the researcher through the research 
life-cycle, including good data management 
practices, publishing and bibliometrics 

• Information literacy teaching is focused on 
integration into courses at point of need, 
developing transferable skills using authentic 
situations and evaluation of learning

• Many libraries are utilising their staff differently, 
particularly as workflows change from print-based 
to electronic. There is also a shift from silos 
to systems thinking, with agile principles and 
project-based ways of working, and a focus on 
demonstrating value and impact

Finally, thank you to the hard working, creative and service-focused library staff who have both embraced change 
throughout the year and continued to provide the outstanding level of service that we are proud of.

Linda 
Palmer 

University 
Librarian

We were delighted to present Ki te hoe - the Library’s strategic plan - which was developed with input by all staff, 
and guides our priorities as we meet the challenges of the Road to 2025 (see Appendix).
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RESEARCH AND 
ENTERPRISE

ENHANCED PRINT, DIGITAL AND ARCHIVAL COLLECTIONS ENABLE EXCEPTIONAL 
RESEARCH
Significant additions and initiatives in 2014 included:

MAJOR SURVEY REVEALS RESEARCH SUPPORT NEEDS 
We surveyed University researchers and found that much of what we are already providing via our Knowledge 
Management In Research programme meets their needs. This includes advice on increasing visibility of research outputs, 
assistance with capturing citation counts and staying up to date with current research. By contrast, researchers were 
less enthusiastic about support for data management, curation and preservation, which may point to a need to raise 
awareness in these areas. The survey questions extended beyond traditional library areas and we will share our findings 
with Research & Enterprise and Information Technology Services.

CROSS-CAMPUS PANEL DISCUSSION HIGHLIGHTS OPEN ACCESS
International Open Access Week saw the Library facilitating a very successful cross-campus panel discussion featuring 
academics from a number of Colleges. The session promoted awareness on how Open Access can be used to enhance 
access, impact and usability of research. 

• The purchase of electronic back files for Biological 
Abstracts (complete back-file 1926-1968), selected 
Oxford University Press and Taylor & Francis 
journal archive collections, and Cambridge CJDA 
(Complete Journal Digital Archive). More ebook 
collections were also provided, including SRMO 
(Sage Research Methods Online) 2014-2020

• HathiTrust Digital Library which includes the 
digitised collections of more than 50 major 
research institutions and libraries

• The acquisition of a collection of military history 
material donated from the estate of the late Guy 
Boniface, a Massey history alumnus. The collection 
comprises over 700 printed books and 80 DVD 
discs, with a value of $25,000 - $30,000 

• The Library has supported an open access book 
publishing pilot called Knowledge Unlatched (KU), 
aimed at creating a sustainable route to open 
access for humanities and social sciences books 

The Library’s survey of University researchers provides evidence that the Knowledge Management in 
Research programme is on target with what academics want, and endorses our plans to revise, refine and 
redevelop this in new formats in 2015.

The Library is committed to partnering with all Massey researchers to create, produce and disseminate exceptional 
research. Through increasing the visibility of and access to Massey University research we will enhance the 
reputation and standing of the University.
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KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT IN RESEARCH (KMIR) WORKSHOPS EXPAND RESEARCHERS’ 
SKILL BASE 
Knowledge Management in Research workshops were attended by 232 academic staff and research postgraduate 
students. The workshops cover the modern knowledge environment, locating and managing information effectively, 
maximising research exposure, and establishing a research community and a research identity. Positive feedback included 
the value of adding research outputs to Massey Research Online, tools such as SHERPA/RoMEO, creating researcher 
profiles, citation counts and journal rankings. 

RESEARCH CONSULTATIONS REACH INTERNAL AND DISTANCE POSTGRADUATE STUDENTS 
& STAFF 
Well over 1,080 postgraduate students and academic staff received individual research consultations throughout the year. 
Consultations for Distance students took place either in person or remotely (using Connect virtual meeting rooms). The 
Wellington Library noted an increase in research consultations for College of Creative Arts postgraduates and staff.

MASSEY RESEARCH ONLINE (MRO) CONTINUES TO GROW
Massey Research Online (MRO) reached a milestone in October with over 5,000 full text, open access items of high quality 
Massey University research available to the public via the Web. MRO has an important part to play in making research 
available, by enhancing our researchers’ reach and impact, and providing access to publicly funded research.
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TEACHING AND 
LEARNING

NEW SELF-HELP MATERIAL ON THE LIBRARY WEBSITE SUPPORTS TEACHING AND ENHANCES 
INDEPENDENT LEARNING
New self-help content has been added to the Library website, providing user-focused, easy-to-navigate guidance on 
finding information. The structure of these ‘How to find’ pages and the user-testing process used to create them gained 
the attention of Adobe, whose software is used to create our online tutorials. Students can now also manage their own 
class and tour bookings via the website.   

NEW “EBOOK PREFERRED” PURCHASING MODEL IMPROVES ACCESS TO COLLECTIONS FOR ALL STUDENTS 
The new ‘ebook preferred’ purchasing model better aligns the Library with the University’s 
strategy for teaching and learning and meets student need across New Zealand and 
the world; in the 2014 student experience survey Distance (68%) and Internal (71%) 
students selected ‘more ebooks’ as their top choice of areas that would improve 
the Library. Library staff have also been working with ITS to overcome some of the 
difficulties associated with using Massey’s wireless network to download ebooks to 
mobile devices. 

HUNDREDS OF DISTANCE STUDENTS LOG ON TO ONLINE WORKSHOPS
Our distance online workshops are increasingly popular, with 673 students attending sessions on finding information for 
assignments and using EndNote. The series of four workshops is run over the first four weeks of semester.

LIBRARIANS HIGHLIGHT NEED FOR SECONDARY TEACHERS TO KEEP IN TOUCH WITH INFORMATION 
LANDSCAPE 
Library staff made a significant contribution to a Teaching & Learning Research Initiative study into the information 
literacy skills of senior high school students preparing for university study. Researcher Ken Kilpin reported that the library 
sessions in the Enabling academic literacy: Smoothing the transition to tertiary learning project were the single most 
effective sessions in the programme and had already changed Year 13 classroom teaching practice in 2014. In addition, 
some  simply-taught search strategies combined with quality database resources transformed the level  of the students’ 
information seeking experience.  

The Library will maximise opportunities for 
all Massey students to develop research and 
information skills that equip them to excel in 
their learning both at Massey and beyond. Our 
innovative, exceptional, and equitable library 
teaching programmes will help all Massey students 
(both internal and distance) to successfully 
complete their studies.

The 
University 

Archives received the 
model car collection assembled 

by Bill Toomath, an architect 
and former head of the School of 
Design of Wellington Polytechnic. 
Comprising around 900 models, 
it comprehensively reflects the 

history of car development 
and design. 

In 2014 60% of new book 
titles added to Massey 
University Library’s 
collection were ebooks.
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CONNECTIONS

BONUS+  SCHEME BOOSTED
Massey University Library continues  to share its collection 
via the BONUS+ consortium scheme. Staff and students now 
have free access to 12 Australian university library collections 
totalling 7 million items. University of Sydney joined BONUS+ in 
July, providing access to over 750,000 of their books. They have 
particular strength in humanities, social sciences and veterinary 
medicine.   

PREVIEW OPTION FOR ALUMNI SUBSCRIBERS 
INTRODUCED
In addition to the range of Library services provided for Alumni, the Library now offers a 24-hour  preview period for 
electronic resources so Alumni can ‘try before they buy’. This means they can make a fully informed decision about the 
value of joining the Library. In 2014, 122 Massey Alumni signed up for access to electronic resources.

MASSEY REPRESENTED IN THE LIBRARY AND ARCHIVES LANDSCAPE 
A number of Massey University Library staff were active participants in the library and archives sectors:

Libraries have always been about connections. We strive to strengthen connections locally, nationally and 
internationally to enhance Massey’s reputation as a high quality tertiary institution.

“BONUS+ is an invaluable tool for those 
undertaking academic research and writing. It 
offers access to a wide and diverse range of 
publications not easily available through local 
channels. It is a fast and effective service which 
has never yet failed to deliver on what it said it 
could.” - Professor Glyn Harper 

• Amanda Cooper, Albany Campus Librarian, 
was a Conference Committee member for the 
very successful 2014 Library and Information 
Association of New Zealand Aotearoa (LIANZA) 
conference, held in Auckland. Amanda was also 
the Hikuwai Regional Councillor for LIANZA

• Heather Lamond, Associate University Librarian 
(Client Services) was invited to join the governance 
group for the Information and Library Studies 
mandatory review of qualifications. This review 
covered information and library studies, records 
and information management qualifications in New 
Zealand 

• Louis Changuion (University Archivist) served as the 
Secretary of the Council of the Archives and Records 
Association of New Zealand (ARANZ) until September 

2014. He also served as a Committee Member of 
the Central Districts Branch of ARANZ, and on the 
Committee of the Manawatu Journal of History

• Amanda Curnow (Web Technologies Librarian) 
held the position of Ikaroa Regional Councillor for 
LIANZA

• Sheeanda Field (Kaihautu Maori) was the Te Tai   
Hauauru representative on the Executive Council 
for Te Ropu Whakahau. Te Ropu Whakahau is 
the leading national body that represents Maori         
engaged in culture, knowledge, information, 
communication and systems technology in 
Aotearoa New Zealand
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We are at the forefront of support for Massey University Worldwide. We are continually building electronic 
collections and provide access to scholarly resources, anywhere, anytime. Increased visibility of research outputs 
through Massey Research Online can create opportunities for international alliances and research partnerships, 
and our experience and expertise in teaching information and research skills in a blended environment will benefit 
offshore learners.  

INTERNATIONALISATION

LIBRARY STAFF BOOST THE INFORMATION SKILLS OF OFFSHORE STUDENTS 
In addition to providing Library services for students studying overseas by Distance, Library staff provide information 
literacy skills classes or content for key Massey programmes. These include:

EXHIBITION AND FILM FESTIVAL CELEBRATE DIWALI
Albany Library hosted a collection of seldom-seen photographs of prominent Indian 
political and spiritual leader Mahatma Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi, a mini 
documentary film festival, and took part in the campus’s celebration of the 
ancient Hindu Diwali festival of lights.

• MIntSec and Postgrad DipIntSec in Brunei
• MBA Qatar cohort

• OneHealth (INNOVATE programme)
• BFoodTech (Hons) Singapore

CONNECTING INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS TO AOTEAROA 
To celebrate Matariki Library staff skilled in raranga (weaving) 
shared this art with our international students at Manawatu. This 
well-received session demonstrates that Library resources include 
not only the physical resources but the skills of our librarians. 

Ria 
Waikerepuru, 
Kaiwhakarato 

Parongo Maori, and 
international students 

at the raranga 
session.
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RESPONSIBILITY

SERVICES TO MAORI STAFF AND STUDENTS STRENGTHENED
Early in 2014 Ria Waikerepuru was appointed as Kaiwhakarato Parongo Maori (Maori Services Librarian) at the Manawatu 
Library. This significant appointment greatly strengthens the Library’s service to Maori staff and students.

CELEBRATING TE REO MAORI
The Library led a number of activities and events to celebrate te reo 
Maori. Margaret Kawharu, Senior Maori Advisor, Albany Campus, 
delivered her seminar ‘Partnership, Protection and Participation on 
the Whenua Rangatira – Bastion Point’ to the annual Kakano Rua 
event at Albany and later to Manawatu Library staff. 

Other activities – some of which gained the attention of local 
media – included a giant Maori Scrabble game at each campus 
library, Kotahi Te Kupu (in-Library Maori word hunt game), Find the 
Tohu (an online search game), weekly waiata sessions for all staff, 
a ‘hands on’ interactive display of print material at Manawatu 
campus library, and the showing of Maori short films at Albany. 

Sheeanda Field, Riki-Lee Saua and Ria Waikerepuru are part of the 
Massey University Maori Language Advisory Group Subcommittee 
that promotes te reo Maori across the University.

FUNDRAISING ACTIVITIES SUPPORT THE UNIVERSITY’S QS 
RATING IN SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
The annual ‘Food for Fines’ week was held on all campuses, with generous 
donations to food banks in Albany, Palmerston North and Wellington. In 
addition to this, Manawatu staff donated to the Methodist Foodbank and 
K-Mart Wishing Tree, and Albany staff fundraised for the SPCA Cupcake 
Day and Relay for Life. These activities support the University’s 
rating achievement in the QS worldwide university ranking 
system.

Our goal is to make a positive contribution to social, economic, cultural and environmental issues, both through the 
way we operate and through the provision of high quality information services and resources, which are needed to 
advance excellence in teaching, learning, research and scholarship.

Alison Wallbutton and Sheeanda Field try out the giant 
scrabble board. Photo: Fairfax NZ

Massey 
University 

student Kelsey Pratt 
donated 37 food items 

and had her $170 library 
fine wiped Photo: 

Fairfax NZ
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GENERATING INCOME

EBOOKS MAXIMISE COLLECTION INVESTMENTS 
The new e-preferred option for book purchasing means that a single copy of a title can be purchased to cover all 
campuses, saving on the previous purchase of multiple print copies.

PURCHASING CONSORTIA CONSOLIDATE SAVINGS
The Library is a member of two purchasing consortia: CONZULAC (Committee of New Zealand University Libraries 
Acquisitions Consortium) for the purchasing of print and electronic US and UK books, and CEIRC (CAUL Electronic 
Information Resources Consortium) for the purchase of publisher packages (primarily journals, but increasingly including 
ebook packages).

BETTER FINANCIAL INFORMATION & SKILLS MEAN 
BETTER BUDGET MANAGEMENT 
Improved budget information and financial literacy skills 
contributed to sound management of the Library’s 
operational budget and the achievement of savings 
targets. The latter, however, was largely achieved 
through holding staff vacancies open and will be 
unsustainable in 2015 if adequate service levels are to 
be maintained. The Library’s capital budget benefited 
from a high US dollar, offsetting an average annual 
increase in the price of journals of approximately 5%. 
Income from Library fines, however, continues to decline 
in the increasingly electronic environment, and phasing 
these out is likely in the future.

The Library must play its part in contributing to an improved 
financial position for the University by demonstrating 
responsible use of staffing and resources.

Manawat 
Campus 
Library. 

Photo: Heather 
Lamond

Toomath 
Car 

Collection. 

Wellington 
Library

Photo: Oliver 
Ward SV 

Associates
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ENABLING EXCELLENCE

WELLINGTON LIBRARY BUILDING MAKEOVER NOW DELIVERS 
ENHANCED STUDENT SPACES  
2014 heralded a major capital works project to redevelop the Wellington Campus Library. The two stage project saw: 

The project has concentrated on addressing students’ requirements, including the need for creative and collaborative 
study spaces. This is very much in keeping with global trends in modern library developments that facilitate different types 
of learning. 

RETHINKING STRUCTURES AND STAFFING
We have made better use of our staff in 2014 by reviewing the management structure at the Wellington Library, and 
integrating the Distance (delivery to Distance students) and Document Supply (interlibrary loans and BONUS+) sections at 
the Manawatu Library.

To inform decisions about future staffing configurations at Manawatu Library, 
a major project in 2014 was the analysis of enquiry services provided 
from the Information and Lending Desks. The data showed that complex 
enquiries (those that required the expertise of a professional librarian) 
amounted to 13% of all enquiries answered. This clearly indicates that we 
could better use our Subject Librarians to increase support for research 
and teaching, and a project is underway to enable this.

STAFF INTRANET INITIATIVE ENHANCES INTERNAL 
COMMUNICATION
We have made considerable progress on moving the business of the 
Library from shared drives and personal hard drives to the Sharepoint 
environment. This move allows for more consistency with access to 
information and shared documents for all library staff.

We strive to provide a physical and virtual environment that maximises outcomes 
in terms of achievement and reputation.

• the expansion of the footprint of the Library’s Level 
B with a radical refurbishment of old spaces and 
construction of new spaces

• a refurbishment of Level A, including the main 
service point and Information Commons, with the 
integration of Centre for Teaching & Learning into 
the Library

SERVICE EXCELLENCE AWARD FOR DISTANCE TEAM
The Distance Library Services Team won the category of Sustained Excellence in 
a Service Area as part of Massey University’s new Service Excellence Awards.

The pursuit 
of knowledge and 

innovation expressed 
via bi-cultural signage at 

Wellington Campus Library. 
Photo: Oliver Ward SV 

Associates

Distance Library Service Team. 
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LIBRARY STAFF PRESENT AND PUBLISH, NATIONALLY AND INTERNATIONALLY 

Bruce White’s research, published in Library Review, revealed approximately 32% of all peer-reviewed articles are 
freely available to Internet users through a variety of methods, including deliberate open access, end of embargoes 
and breaches of copyright.

Publications:
• Cherrie, C. R. (2014). Better library and learning 

space: Projects, trends and ideas. Library Review, 
63 (6-7)

• Curnow, A. (2014). Institutional repositories 101. 
Retrieved from http://nzcommons.org.nz/project/
institutional-repositories-101/

• Lamond, H. M. (2014). New Zealand Aotearoa: 
Libraries. In Encyclopedia of Library and Information 
Sciences, Third Edition. London, UK: Taylor & 
Francis. Retrieved from http://www.tandfonline.
com/doi/abs/10.1081/E-ELIS3-120044984#  

• Lamond, H. M., & Chisholm, E. (2014). The Slow-
baked ham of integrated librarianship: Getting 
into online learning spaces with limited resources. 
In K. Calkins & C. Kvenild (Eds.), The Embedded 
Librarian's Cookbook. Chicago, IL: Association of 
College and Research Libraries

• White, B. (2014). Total availability of journal articles 
to Internet users. Library Review, 63 (4/5), 295-304. 
doi: 10.1108/LR-01-2014-0006

Presentations:
• Paul Orsman, Creative Arts Subject Librarian, 

presented a paper at the 2014 Arts Libraries 
Society of Australia and NZ (ARLIS/ANZ) 
Conference. He spoke  on the Wellington Library 
redesign and refurbishment, and specifically on the 
provision of creative and collaborative spaces

• Elizabeth Smith, Music Subject Librarian, presented 
a paper at the 2014 International Association of 
Music Libraries, Archives and Documentation 
Centres NZ (IAML, NZ) Conference. She also 
spoke on the Wellington Library redesign and 
refurbishment, and specifically on user-centred 
design and integrated music collections

Entry to the 
new Level B of 

Wellington Campus 
Library. Photo: Oliver 
Ward SV Associates

http://nzcommons.org.nz/project/institutional-repositories-101/
http://nzcommons.org.nz/project/institutional-repositories-101/
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1081/E-ELIS3-120044984#
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1081/E-ELIS3-120044984#
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KEY STAFF ARRIVALS AND FAREWELLS IN 2014

 

The Library farewelled John Redmayne, University Librarian (11.5 years), Liz Chisholm, previously Hokowhitu Librarian 
and then Planning and Quality Librarian (8 years), Kat Cuttriss, Wellington Campus Librarian (2. 5  years) and Christine 
Alexander, Head of Lending and Document Delivery (21 years) at Wellington. A new position of Client Services Manager 
was established in Wellington to replace this role, which focused largely on the circulation of print resources. 

QUALIFICATIONS AND AWARDS

• Linda Palmer was appointed University Librarian

• Heather Lamond was appointed as Associate 
University Librarian (Client Services). Heather’s role 
includes responsibility for strategic development of 
Library teaching and learning, and Library support 
for research 

• Alison Wallbutton was appointed as the Library’s 
Planning and Quality Librarian, replacing Liz 
Chisholm

• Megan Ingle was appointed as the Head of 

Distance and Document Supply, Manawatu Library

• Anne Hall was appointed as Collections Project 
Manager, managing the review and storage of the 
Library’s low-use print collections

• Jo Buckland was appointed Archives Assistant at 
the Manawatu Campus

• Laura Turner was appointed Information Librarian, 
academic year (Albany Library)

• Barbara Rainier (Subject Librarian, Sciences) 
graduated in November with a Master of 
Environmental Management

• Rohini Subbian (Head of Lending and Document 
Supply, Albany) was awarded an Associateship 
of LIANZA (Library and Information Association of 
New Zealand Aotearoa)

• Tom Vadrevu graduated with a Level 5 Diploma in 
Information Studies (Open Polytechnic)

John 
Redmayne’s 

farewell, 
Manawatu Campus 
Library, Jan 2014
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APPENDIX 1: 
OUR LIBRARY GOALS – 
KI TE HOE

PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT
Goal: Develop and maintain outstanding client-centred learning spaces, facilities and access to resources

ONLINE ENVIRONMENT 
Goal: Develop a world-class online environment that is responsive, client-centred and equitable

COLLECTIONS
Goal: Provide world-class collections that support the University’s teaching, learning and research. 

• Locate our library buildings and spaces in an 
identifiably Aotearoa/New Zealand context

• Provide learning spaces and service points that are 
technology-rich, welcoming, attractive, flexible and 
safe

• Provide intuitive and easy access to physical 
collections, services and facilities  

• Ensure buildings are fit for purpose and equipped 
with reliable and flexible infrastructure

• Locate our online presence in an identifiably 
Aotearoa/New Zealand context

• Develop and provide an online environment that 
enables library users to easily discover, access 
and interact with the Library’s services, staff and 
resources

• Develop and provide cohesive online systems that 
are well-integrated, interoperable, sustainable and 
future-oriented

• Provide robust, modern, well-supported IT 
infrastructures, services and products 

• Develop and maintain relevant and focused high 
quality collections 

• Enable efficient and equitable use of our collections

• Maximise access to information through increasing 
the quantity and quality of digital content

• Maximise access to information through resource 
sharing  

• Ensure local, rare or unique materials and content 
are preserved 

• Ensure that taonga and materials of cultural 
significance are managed and accessed 
appropriately

Ki te hoe – this whakatauki symbolises our shared direction and determination to work together to best support 
the University’s goals. The phrase can be translated as “paddling in unison”; this requires leadership, strategy, 
skills and collaboration to make progress effectively and efficiently.
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UNIVERSITY RESEARCH
Goal: Maximise the Library's contribution to the University's research goals

TEACHING AND LEARNING 
Goal: Maximise opportunities for students to develop skills and attributes to succeed at Massey and beyond

GOVERNANCE AND OPERATIONS 
Goal: Maximise the Library’s effectiveness and impact in the pursuit of our mission

• Provide every researcher with the opportunity 
to develop their understanding of, and the skills 
required to succeed in, the scholarly communication 
environment

• Provide expert assistance to researchers in finding, 
using and managing information

• Support high-impact publishing and dissemination 
strategies

• Promote good data management and curation 
practices

• Contribute to the visibility and promotion of 
Massey University research

• Work with University staff to provide optimal 
support for researchers 

• Offer every student the opportunity to develop 
transferable information skills at their point of need

• Design, deliver and integrate effective, relevant, 
equitable and sustainable information skills 
programmes into the appropriate learning 
environment at point of need 

• Provide exceptional and innovative client-centred 
and client-driven enquiry and information services

• Provide resources that support self-help and self-
directed learning

• Work with University staff to explore and 
implement new ways of supporting student 
learning  

• Develop an organisational structure characterised 
by Whanaungatanga (building relationships, 
making connections, retaining networks) which 
includes open communication, and transparent, 
collaborative and evidence-based decision making

• Create effective, efficient and sustainable 
processes, underpinned by continuous  
improvement, innovation and evaluation of all key 
areas

• Secure a Library budget which is aligned with 
Massey University aspirations and the needs of 
our clients, while ensuring that our resources and 
services have a high ratio of value to cost

• Provide a safe and healthy environment including 
Manaakitanga (being supportive, hospitable, 
respectful)

• Foster Kaitiakitanga (guardianship) through 
environmentally responsible choices and practices
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STAFF
Goal: Develop and support skilled and engaged staff ready to respond to and drive change

• Ensure the library is a desirable place to work, 
with an organisational culture which fosters 
customer service, Ngakau Mahaki (collegiality and 
collaboration), innovation and flexibility, and which 
celebrates success 

• Target recruitment in order to meet current and 
future skill needs and respond to our diverse client 
profile

• Provide planned training and development 
opportunities while encouraging Mana Motuhake 
(responsibility for self-development) and Tino 

Rangatiratanga (responsibility for sharing 
knowledge) 

• Ensure all staff have an understanding of cultural 
diversity,  Matauranga Maori and Te Tiriti o 
Waitangi

• Encourage staff development in, and engagement 
with, te reo Maori 

• Provide staff with the appropriate equipment, 
facilities, systems and technology
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APPENDIX 2: 
STATISTICS 

2012 2013 2014

Staffing Budget

Staffing (incl. superannuation & ACC) 6,107,367 6,093,510 6,038,890

Training and Development 80,300 70,300 80,300

Total Staffing 6,187,667 6,163,810 6,119,190

Operational Budget

General Consumables 60,114 58,414 47,450

Repairs and Maintenance 160,102 129,938 135,000

Postage 634,455 643,000 545,000

Travel 29,739 23,800 27,000

Printing 40,138 20,000 16,500

Computer Lease (Incl rental from 2012) 206,686 35,658 20,000

Other Operational 73,975 111,295 135,895

Total Operational 1,205,209 1,022,105 926,845

Collections Budget

Books 1,950,000 2,032,900 2,380,000

Print Serials 650,000 650,000 520,000

E-serials & Databases 5,599,743 5,701,800 5,484,700

TOTAL COLLECTIONS 8,199,743 8,384,700 8,384,700

TOTAL BUDGET 15,592,619 15,570,615 15,430,735
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LIBRARY PROFILE

2012 2013 2014

Hours Open Per Week (Manawatu Library)

Semester 92 92 92

Vacation 55 55 55

Reader Seating (all libraries) 2,261 2,353 2,472

Inter-Library Loans

Original Items Supplied 3,917 3,612 3,570

Copied Articles Supplied 2,807     2,234 2,007

BONUS+ Items Supplied 9,432 10,041 8,844

Original Items Received 627 404 336

Copied Articles Received 1,964 1,707 1,248

BONUS+ Items Received 6,621 9,006 4,448

Enquiries

Reference 11,161 11,991 14,911

Directional 11,106 11,276 10,247

Computer/Technical 20,404 16,460 15,051

Orientation and instruction

Number of Classes 707 620 507

Number Attending 10,386 11,052 9,312

Consultations N/A 735 1,080
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2012 2013 2014

Loans

General Collections 544,281 470,801 386,418

Reserve/Short Loan Collection 27,177 29,112 26,836

Inter-Campus Loans

Books 27,212 20,115 16,400

Copied Articles N/A 230 209

Distance Services

Books Loaned N/A 121,318 96,860

Copied Articles N/A 2,166 3,193

Collections

Monograph Volumes Added (printed & AV) 32,084 26,526 19,065

Monograph Volumes Withdrawn (printed & AV) 54,313 25,402 19,125

Monograph Titles Added (printed & AV) 19,000 13,300 14,697

Monograph Titles Withdrawn (printed & AV) 15,386 9,319 8,512

Monograph Titles Added (e-books, online) 7,500 62,142 32,066

Orders Placed 18,717 17,660 15,394

E-books (total includes aggregations) 223,362 285,504 500,068

Current Serial Titles (printed) 1,715 1,570 1,547

Current Serial Titles (electronic) 41,192 45,537 40,775*

Library Website Visits 1,155,643 1,151,701 1,033,024

University Archives (linear metres) 1,494 1,540 1,598

LIBRARY PROFILE CONT.

Figures refer to the sum of all the Massey campus libraries except where noted
* 2014 figure provisional
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